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QUESTION 1

The TBO Implementation class of doc_type_a, which is a sub-type of dm_document, extends DfDocument and
overrides the doSave() method. A new object type, doc_type_b, is inserted in the hierarchy between dm_document and
doc_type_a. Now, doc_type_a is a sub-type of doc_type_b. What is the outcome of creating an object of type
doc_type_a, assuming the an_attribute exists at the doc_type_b level? 

A. The value of an_attribute is set to doc_type_A. 

B. The value of an_attribute is set to doc_type_B. 

C. A ClassCastException is thrown as the doc_type_a TBO implementation class does notextend docTypeBTBO class. 

D. The value of an_attribute is blank. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What should a single business object JAR contain? 

A. only interface OR implementation classes 

B. only interface AND implementation classes 

C. interface classes, implementation classes and any resources file needed 

D. a single manifest file that contains references to any relevant dmc_jar objects 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Given the following code: IMyService1.createFolder() and IMyService2.createDocuments() perform steps that can be
aborted if in a transaction. Which statement is true? 

A. When createDocuments()method throws an exception, both createFolder() andcreateDocuments() methods are
aborted. 

B. When createDocuments() method throws an exception, only createDocuments() method isaborted. 

C. When createDocuments() method throws an exception,sessionManager.abortTransaction()throws a DfException set
to DM_DFC_E_INVALID_OPER_ON_MANAGED_SESSION. 

D. SBOs do not participate in transactions. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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What effect does the freeze() method have on an assembly? 

A. Assemblies and their components are already frozenby default and freeze() is notneeded. 

B. makes all the nodes of the assembly unchangeable without freezing the assemblydocument 

C. makes the assembly document unchangeable without affecting its components 

D. makes the assembly document and its components unchangeable 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the client process for redeploying an SBO stored in the global registry after updating the business logic of an
SBO, but not the interface? 

A. copy the implementation classes to $DOCUMENTUM/dba/java_methods 

B. copy the interface classes toDOCUMENTUM/dba/java_methods 

C. no intervention needed 

D. export the jar containing the interface and overwrite the local SBO interface jar 

Correct Answer: C 
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